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Introduction
On January 1, 1979, the Standing Committee of the National 
People’s Congress of the People’s Republic of China issued a 
“Message to Compatriots in Taiwan.” The message declared 
an end to Beijing’s periodic bombardment of Taipei-controlled 
islands, a shift away from the forceful “liberation” of Taiwan, 
and an emphasis on achieving “peaceful reunification.”1 

This softer approach was explicitly rebutted exactly forty years 
later. In a speech to mark the fortieth anniversary of the first 
“Message to Compatriots in Taiwan,” Xi stated that unification 
was “an inevitable requirement for the great rejuvenation of the 
Chinese people” and that the Taiwanese would have to accept 
that they “must and will be reunited” with China. He added 
that Beijing would use force to achieve this end if required 
and that any moves towards independence “will only bring 
hardship” for the Taiwanese people.2

Xi’s speech on January 1, 2019, only put into words what 
was already occurring. Over the past few years, China has 
deployed a multifaceted approach to Taiwan, including altering 
the military balance to achieve air and sea dominance over the 
Taiwan Straits; increasing the frequency of military maneuvers 
and incursions in order to intimidate; shrinking and eliminating 
Taiwanese participation in international forums; pressuring 
other countries and firms to cease any recognition of Taiwan 
as a distinct entity; and increasing Taiwan’s dependency on the 
mainland to enhance China’s capacity to seduce and coerce 
economically. 

In important ways, Taiwan is further from the Chinese 
Communist Party’s grasp than ever before. As a result of 
China’s moves in Hong Kong, Taiwanese president Tsai Ing-
wen has explicitly ruled out a “one country, two systems” 
arrangement with China, on the basis that it cannot be 
trusted to preserve freedoms and the Taiwanese way of 
life.3 China’s hardening authoritarianism makes unification 
an increasingly unattractive proposition for the majority of 

Taiwanese citizens.4 Beijing’s assertiveness and activities in 
the East and South China Seas and South Pacific elevate 
Taiwan’s geostrategic and military relevance to the United 
States and place renewed importance on Washington’s 
meeting its obligations in the Taiwan Relations Act. Placed 
within the broader context of the deepening US-China rivalry, 
a strong and autonomous Taiwan is more important to the 
US than it was just a decade ago. As far as Washington is 
concerned, these factors increase Taiwan’s relevance and 
value as a strategic, military, and political bulwark against  
Xi’s China. 

Even so, China’s strongest hand is arguably the economic 
leverage many believe it has over Taiwan. This brief looks 
at the importance of Taiwan’s loosening itself from China’s 
economic grip, the role the US can play, and why an enhanced 
US-Taiwan economic relationship will serve Washington’s 
strategic, economic, and domestic objectives. 

This report makes the following arguments:

• From Taiwan’s perspective, the greater its economic 
presence and importance to the world, the better 
positioned it is to reduce its dependency on China and 
maintain its autonomy. This also serves US interests. 

• From the US perspective, deepening the economic 
relationship with Taiwan in strategic ways will assist it 
in achieving greater economic distance from China and 
reducing the extent to which China can capture and 
dominate global supply and value chains in the future. 

• The US and Taiwanese economies are largely 
complementary, and this can become even more so. Thus, 
a deeper bilateral economic relationship will be generally 
consistent with domestic economic objectives, such as 
prioritizing high-value job creation and preventing high-
value supply chains from remaining in China or leaving the 
United States.5 
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The report offers recommendations to:

• help prevent the hollowing out of Taiwan’s competitive 
strengths;

• help Taiwan broaden and deepen its participation in the 
regional and international economic space, which is 
currently being narrowed by China;

• assist with Taiwan’s desire to lower dependency on China-
based supply chains, especially with respect to high-value-
added processes;

• encourage more bilateral investment, intra-industry 
engagement and firm-to-firm activity between the United 
States and Taiwan.

Taiwan’s Economic Importance  
to the United States
In 2018, Taiwan was the eleventh-largest merchandise trading 
partner for the US, the fifteenth-largest export partner, and 
the thirteenth-largest source of imports.6 However, these 
broad figures tend to understate the true extent of Taiwan’s 
importance to the US and regional economies. 

It is critical to understand Taiwan’s role in global trade and 
production. For Taiwan, as for the other major economies in 
East Asia, electronics is the top sector for exports and imports. 
In 2017, for example, Taiwan exported $92.5 billion worth 
of one category - electronic integrated circuits - more than 
a quarter of its total merchandise exports. That same year it 
imported $43.7 billion worth of these circuits, about 15 percent 
of its total merchandise imports.7

Taiwanese electronics firms have moved the bulk of their 
labor-intensive manufacturing processes overseas, mainly 
to China. This is reflected in figures suggesting that up to 94 
percent of export orders fulfilled by Taiwanese firms in the 
all-important information and communication technology (ICT) 

category were produced outside Taiwan. For all merchandise 
categories, 52 percent of export orders fulfilled by Taiwanese 
firms were produced outside Taiwan.8 

This means that Taiwanese firms play a much larger role in 
regional and global supply chains than import/export bilateral 
trade figures might suggest. For example, while the official 
2018 figure for Taiwanese exports to the US was $45.7 billion, 
the United States actually issued almost $150 billion worth 
of orders to Taiwanese manufacturing firms, more than three 
times the official bilateral trade number (which counts only 
exports from Taiwan-based firms fulfilling orders issued by US 
firms). Indeed, from 2000 to 2018, US orders to all Taiwanese 
firms increased almost 200 percent, and today, Taiwanese 
companies receive about 30 percent of their export orders 
from US firms. This is greater than the total of orders they 
receive from firms in China and Hong Kong.9 

The reverse is also true: on this measure, China is less 
important to the United States than US-China trade data might 
suggest. If the US is looking to decouple itself or economically 
distance itself further from China, then the relocation of 
Taiwanese firms from China is a big element of this.

Additionally, US-Taiwan bilateral trade figures in and of 
themselves tell us little about the true intimacy of the 
relationship between firms from the two countries. 

To offer a contrast, consider a commodity-exporting country 
like Australia, whose largest trading partner, by some margin, 
is China. Iron ore, coal, and natural gas dominate Australian 
exports to China, but there is relatively little firm-to-firm 
engagement between the two countries around these 
exports, and transactions are straightforward between seller 
and buyer of complete products through established and 
impersonal platforms. This is also reflected in the relatively 
low levels of investment of each country in the economy of 
the other.
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This is very different from the US-Taiwan trade relationship. 
US exports to the world, including Taiwan, of capital goods 
(finished products used to produce goods and services, 
such as machinery, office equipment, or computers) 
continues to decline slowly as a proportion of overall US 
exports, from 26 percent in 2002 to 21 percent in 2017. In 
turn, US exports of intermediate goods (parts required to 
produce a final product) is increasing slowly as a proportion 
of total exports, from 65 percent in 2002 to 68 percent in 
2017.10 This suggests that the United States is increasing 
the export of parts to trading partners rather than finished 
capital goods and products.

With respect to imports from Taiwan, the proportion of finished 
capital goods has declined from 39 percent in 2002 to 29 
percent in 2017. At the same time, imports of intermediate 
goods from Taiwan have grown from 41 percent in 2002 to 
55 percent in 2017. This means that Taiwan is becoming 
increasingly significant as a source of intermediate goods for 
US firms.11 

This is important because it indicates that US and Taiwanese 
firms use common supply chains and are closely integrated, 
and that these trends are accelerating. In other words, US 
and Taiwanese firms are becoming ever-more dependent on 
each other.

The ICT and chemical industries are the two most important 
sectors in US-Taiwan trade. These industries are estimated 
to account for about one-third of trade between the two 
countries, and about half of industry-to-industry trade 
where firms from both countries are part of the same supply 
and value chains. Indeed, the United States has a trade 
surplus with Taiwan in industry-to-industry trade, even 
though overall, it has a trade deficit.12 This emphasizes the 
importance of US firms as suppliers of essential high-value-
added or high-tech parts and components to Taiwanese 
firms in these industries.

Beijing’s Strategy to  
Hollow Out Taiwan’s Economy
In September 2010, the Economic Cooperation  
Framework Agreement (ECFA) came into force between 
Taiwan and China. ECFA, the most significant of the twenty 
economic agreements the two countries signed between 
2008 and 2016, reduced tariffs and commercial barriers 
between them in many merchandise and services sectors. 
According to then Taiwanese president Ma Ying-jeou, ECFA 
heavily favored Taiwan. He argued that the agreement was 
essential for preventing Taiwan from being economically 
marginalized as the mainland entered into multiple economic 
free trade agreements (FTAs) with regional economies, such 
as the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
and Australia. However, it was clear that Beijing had a political 
outcome in mind and hoped that if Taipei became more 
economically dependent on Beijing, Taiwan’s reluctance to 
be subsumed by China would subside. 

ECFA is due to be renewed or renegotiated this year, and its 
future status is unclear, given ongoing Taiwan-China tensions. 
More broadly, China’s use of economic inducements has failed 
to persuade the Taiwanese government and people of the 
desirability of unification. Nevertheless, Beijing has achieved 
considerable success in increasing Taiwan’s economic 
dependency on China and decreasing Taiwan’s economic and 
diplomatic role in the region and world. 

China is Taiwan’s largest trading partner, accounting for almost 
24 percent of total trade in 2018. Japan was second at 10.9 
percent, followed by the European Union at 9.3 percent.13 
Taiwan’s exports to China reached a peak in 2018 of $96.5 
billion, almost 29 percent of the country’s total exports. Over 
40 percent of Taiwan’s exports (mainly intermediate goods) are 
bound for the mainland. China was the source of 19 percent 
of Taiwanese imports in 2018. In 2019, Taiwan’s export 
dependency on China fell only slightly, to about 27 percent of 
total exports.14 
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Of relevance is the way economic interactions have changed 
the structure of regional economies. Taiwan—along with 
Japan, South Korea, Singapore, and Malaysia—emerged in 
the last third of the previous century and into the first decade 
of this century as a center of innovation, sophisticated 
assembly and manufacturing, and related services. Taiwan’s 
development of high-tech clusters in the electronics, 
computers, and ICT sector from the 1980s onward is 
especially noteworthy. 

The Ma era was characterized by short-sightedness and folly. 
This was not because of greater economic integration and 
growth in investment and trade between the two economies 
in and of itself. It was because Taipei did little to stop firms 
in high-tech and high-value sectors from relocating to the 
mainland, and in fact, even encouraged them. The Ma 
government was then under the delusion that the mass 
relocation of world-class Taiwanese firms to China would have 
few negative economic or political consequences, and that the 
resulting people-to-people interaction might even cause the 
mainland to adopt some liberal Taiwanese characteristics.15 

As one study puts it, Taiwan’s technological ecosystem was 
“hollowed out,”16 with a concomitant decline in Taiwanese 
economic relevance abroad. By 2015, with the shrinking of 
these advanced and innovative sectors, just 0.06 percent 
of private sector R&D was from foreign sources.17 This is a 
radical departure from the last two decades of the previous 
century, when Taiwan was a major recipient of technology 
and know-how from US and European firms, and the flow 
from the US and Europe drove trade flow with Taiwan.18 In the 
current situation, Taiwan’s dependency on China-based firms 
is clear in that an estimated 80 percent of its ICT products are 
manufactured in the mainland.19 

It is true that China has benefited at the expense of all 
advanced economies in assembly and manufacturing of 
exports. China, whose percentage of all global exports was 

in single digits in the early to mid-1990s, now produces 
around 13.5 percent.20 Its status as the world’s preeminent 
manufacturer is reflected in the statistic that about 28 percent 
of global manufacturing output occurs in China.21 To choose 
just one category of exports, office and telecom equipment, 
China (including Hong Kong) exported about $953 billion 
in this category in 2018, compared to the EU ($388 billion), 
South Korea ($160 billion), the US ($145 billion), and Taiwan 
($131 billion).22 

Even so, the Taiwanese state of dependency on China is unique 
for an open and successful East Asian economy. The Chinese 
entrapment strategy was obvious, and the ramifications were 
foreseeable and ought to have been avoided. This leaves 
Taiwan in a precarious situation in several ways. 

First, through ECFA and other agreements lowering investment, 
services, and labor barriers between the two countries, Beijing 
has focused specifically on luring Taiwanese capital, firms, 
technology, and skilled people to the mainland. With respect 
to people, the apogee was reached in August 2018, when 
Taiwanese residents were no longer required to have permits to 
work in the mainland.23 Once Taiwanese firms and individuals 
are established in the much larger Chinese market, the 
commercial incentives to return to Taiwan are small. 

An example is the semiconductor industry. It is estimated that 
since 2017, approximately 3,000 semiconductor engineers 
have left Taiwan to take up positions in Chinese firms24—a 
significant proportion of the roughly 40,000 semiconductor 
engineers in the island economy. It is also estimated that up to 
two million Taiwanese businesspeople and their families live in 
the mainland.25

More broadly, Taiwanese firms and expertise have long been 
specifically targeted to help the Chinese economy move 
into the high-tech and higher-value-added sectors, which it 
is doing successfully. Of the estimated 728,000 Taiwanese 
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employed overseas in 2016, over 407,000 (about 56 percent) 
worked in China.26 As Figure 1 shows, “made in China” is 
transitioning into “value added in China.”27 

China’s hollowing out of the high-tech and high-skilled sectors 
in the Taiwanese economy is a grave threat because Taiwan 
depends on these sophisticated and high-value-added sectors 
to remain competitive and relevant to the region and world. 
With a small population—under twenty-four million—Taiwan’s 
primary outlet for growth is creating, capturing, and exporting 
innovation and value. Relocation of Taiwanese expertise to 
China and the dependence on operations in the mainland is a 
serious economic and strategic problem for Taiwan. 

In addition, Beijing’s economic trap is made more effective 
by the success it has had in restricting Taipei’s capacity to 
conclude economic agreements with other economies and 
participate in multinational forums in which it can promote its 
interests. Although Taiwan is a member of the Asia Pacific 
Economic Cooperation, the Asian Development Bank, the 
Pacific Economic Cooperation Council, the Pacific Basin 
Economic Council, and the World Trade Organization, it has 
only four FTAs: with Panama, Guatemala, Nicaragua and El 
Salvador, and Honduras, all signed between 2003 and 2007. 
It also signed virtual FTAs in the form of economic cooperation 
agreements with New Zealand and Singapore in 2013 and 
Paraguay and Eswatini in 2019. Even then, the agreements 
with New Zealand and Singapore would not have gone ahead 
without China’s “approval.”

Taiwan’s failed attempt to conclude a free trade agreement 
with Australia is instructive. The enthusiasm from both sides 
was genuine, and the Australian and Taiwanese economies 
are complementary. However, China’s insistence that it had to 
approve any economic pact under the “one-country, two-
system consensus” and its denial of that approval became an 
insuperable obstacle. During this author’s time in the Australian 
government, the blunt message from Beijing was that Australia 

had “missed its chance” to sign an economic agreement with 
Taiwan (and that window of opportunity had been extinguished 
by the more independent leanings of the Tsai government 
in Taipei). Therefore, any economic pact between Australia 
and Taiwan would cause an angry Chinese response against 
Australia and lead to a punitive response against Canberra.

Figure 1. Domestic value added in Chinese exports 
and type of traded good

Source: Sarasin Asset Management, 2019, http://www.
sarasinassetmanagement.com/Insights/Article/article-537-jul19-how-
trade-made-china-great.
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The Chinese veto over Taiwan’s economic and diplomatic 
relations makes it difficult for Taipei to conclude its own 
preferential terms with other economies. This prevents it from 
concluding another FTA and adding to the dozens of FTAs 
other economies have signed with each other in the region 
over the past two decades. 

It also elevates the Chinese economy’s importance for Taiwan, 
since China’s is the only major economy that offers Taiwan 
comprehensive FTA-like benefits under the ECFA framework 
and other bilateral agreements. 

President Tsai’s “southbound policy” is designed to loosen 
the country’s economic dependency on China by deepening 
trade and investment ties with eighteen countries in Southeast 
Asia, South Asia, Oceania, and the South Pacific. The key 
economies are those in ASEAN countries, Australia, New 
Zealand, and India. 

However, China remains Taiwan’s leading export market, 
receiving about 28 percent of total Taiwanese exports in 2019. 
Exports to the southbound policy economies are growing only 
modestly.28 

Charting a Course for Taiwan’s  
Economic Independence
There are reasons to be optimistic about Taiwan’s inherent 
economic and innovative strengths. In the 2018 rating of 
national brands by Brand Finance, Taiwan was one of only 
twenty-six nations to receive an AA+ rating or above, and 
one of only five from the Asian region.29 The rating is based 
on aspects of national power and wealth such as the level 
of attractiveness for investment, education, infrastructure, 
standard of living, and institutions.

Even so, Taiwan needs to chart a shrewd and determined 
course to lower its dependency on the mainland. For a country 
with a population of about twenty-four million and a GDP per 

capita of about $55,000 in purchasing power parity terms—
the highest in Asia after Singapore, Brunei, and Hong Kong—
economic growth and enhanced relevance will not come 
from rapid increases in domestic consumption, as might be 
possible in more populous developing economies. 

Instead, sustainable growth will come only from improving 
Taiwan’s already impressive innovative capabilities. Taiwan 
will enhance its standing and relevance by further tapping 
into global supply and value chains. Trade already amounts 
to about 70 percent of the country’s GDP. This is the acute 
danger of hollowing out the country’s innovative capabilities 
and know-how as Taiwanese firms, capital, and skilled workers 
move to China. 

As mentioned, that trend is well entrenched. In 2002, the 
domestic value added30 as a share of Taiwan’s exports was 
70 percent and 63 percent for manufacturing exports. By 
2011, the figures had declined to 57 percent and 49 percent, 
respectively. During that period, Taiwan’s share of value added 
in global manufacturing supply chains declined from 1.3 
percent to 0.8 percent, or by about 40 percent.31 Empirical 
studies show that much of the decline in domestic value 
added in Taiwanese exports is driven by the shift of higher-
value-added processes from Taiwan to China over the course 
of this century.32 

It is obvious Taiwan needs to substantially arrest and reverse 
the movement of Taiwanese capital, innovation, and skills to 
China. Failure to do so will have negative consequences for 
its long-term economic standing and capabilities, as many of 
those innovations and skills will be permanently absorbed by 
the Chinese political economy and spread throughout it. There 
will also be negative strategic ramifications for Taiwan, the 
United States, and other US allies, given that Beijing’s industrial 
and technological plans, such as Made in China 2025, are 
boosted by inputs from Taiwanese firms. Furthermore, a 
decline in Taiwan’s economic relevance will make it easier for 
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China to narrow the international economic and diplomatic 
space within which Taiwan can exist.

The danger of hollowing out Taiwan’s competitive advantages 
arises not so much from offshoring labor-intensive and low-
skilled processes and manufacturing, but from moving high-
skilled, high-value, and innovative processes to the mainland. 
It is encouraging to see the significant increases in Taiwan’s 
foreign direct investment (FDI) in lower-cost economies 
such as Vietnam, which now accounts for about 40 percent 
of Taiwan’s total FDI in ASEAN economies.33 However, 
the important measure of success for President Tsai’s 
diversification and southbound policy is whether Taiwanese 
firms shift higher-end and high-value-added processes 
back to Taiwan and/or into other advanced and high-skilled 
economies.

A deepening US-Taiwan investment relationship is a crucial 
piece of the puzzle and will be overwhelmingly beneficial 
for both economies. Any Taiwanese firm shifting high-end 
and high-value processes from China back to Taiwan is an 
economic gain for Taiwan and a strategic gain for the United 
States. 

It is also a US strategic gain if Taiwanese firms shift resources 
and processes to other advanced economies in the region 
(Japan, South Korea, and Singapore), as that is consistent 
with President Donald Trump’s desire to lower reliance on 
China-based supply chains and prevent Chinese firms from 
disproportionately (or illegitimately) reaping the benefits of 
upscaling when interacting with foreign firms.34 

In this context, there are some positive trends that should 
be encouraged. In 2019, Taiwan’s exports to China (mainly 
of intermediate parts) declined by about 5 percent,35 while 
Taiwanese FDI in China dropped by 53 percent. This means 
that China was the destination for only 37 percent of 
Taiwanese FDI, compared to a peak of 70 percent in 2010.36 

Levels of Taiwanese exports and FDI in China are linked, 
because Taiwanese firms invest in China mainly to build export 
manufacturing capabilities there. A decline in Taiwanese 
FDI in China means that Taiwan is less reliant on sending 
intermediate parts to the mainland when creating products for 
export elsewhere. 

In 2019, Taiwan recorded $28 billion in domestic investment. 
These were mainly investments by Taiwanese ICT firms in 
existing or new business operations in China. This fueled 
growth of about 2.5 percent in 2019, when Taiwan’s economy 
had not been growing for several years. Indeed, Taiwan is 
seen as a leading beneficiary of the trade and investment 
diversionary effects of the US-China trade war.37 

Deepening US-Taiwan Investment  
and Economic Relations
In 2019, Taiwanese exports to the US grew by 17.6 percent.38 
In addition, stock of Taiwanese FDI in the US increased from 
$9.4 billion in 2014 to over $17.5 billion in 2018. The growth 
in exports was dominated by sectors such as ICT, business 
machines, chemicals, plastic products, and metals, the 
sectors receiving Taiwanese FDI in the United States.39 

The bulk of capital goods and intermediate exports from 
Taiwan is ultimately bound for the US consumer market. It 
therefore makes sense for Taiwanese firms to explore investing 
in and moving supply chain operations to the United States, 
and in that process, exporting more intermediate parts and 
capital goods to the US well. 

With respect to high-tech supply chains where much future 
value will reside, China has low market share and is heavily 
dependent on external sources in areas such as robotics, 
aeronautics, semiconductors, closed-circuit chips, and cloud 
services. Therefore, the US should welcome investment from 
Taiwanese firms in these sectors rather than having them 
invest in China-based operations. 
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Moreover, there is rapid technological progress in 
manufacturing-related technologies, such as robotics, 
automation, artificial intelligence, and 3D printing. This, 
along with the ever-more sophisticated ways in which these 
technologies interact,40 means the incentives to locate 
production and assembly of merchandise goods closer to the 
end consumer is increasing for advanced economy firms as 
high labor costs becomes less relevant.

The value and impact of investment in such technologies is 
already proven. For example, more than one-third of global 
installations of robots are in China, and Japan and South 
Korea are second and third respectively after China.41 These 
are the countries racing ahead of other regional manufacturing 
economies, as they are where the most advanced regional 
manufacturing plants are based. The best and most advanced 
industrial robotic companies are headquartered in the US, Japan, 
and Europe, yet the United States is only the fourth-largest robot 
installer in the world and seventh in robot density (per 10,000 
workers).42 It makes sense for Taiwanese, Japanese, and South 
Korean firms to invest in these capabilities within the US. 

For the United States, hosting cutting-edge manufacturing 
firms and technologies will also create demand for high-skilled, 
high-paid jobs around these technologies and processes 
for those engaged in the production process, marketing, 
distribution, and logistical services. 

For manufactured goods, we should not be too concerned 
that an increase in Taiwanese exports of intermediate parts to 
the US will lead to an increased bilateral trade deficit. 

Taiwan is known for having the highest standards in the world 
for manufacturing ICT parts and components.43 Its broader 
role is serving as a highly efficient and proficient hub receiving 
imports of intermediate parts and exporting them to other 
factories around the world. With respect to the high level 
of US-Taiwan firm-to-firm interactions, the United States is 

adding significantly more domestic value to its exports to 
Taiwan than the other way around. 

By one estimate, the value added by the United States is 
more than four times that added by Taiwan, which reflects the 
importance of US design, R&D, and technologies.44 According 
to other estimates, Taiwan’s exports of ICT components would 
be roughly the same proportion of its global exports whether 
measured in value-added or conventional terms. US exports 
of ICT components, however, would be about 18 percent of 
global exports by value added, compared to about 8 percent 
in conventional terms.45 The bottom line is that the United 
States, as a high-value-added economy, is benefiting from 
merchandise trade with Taiwan more than crude figures for the 
flow of imports/exports might suggest. This indicates that with 
intra-industry trade between the two countries, the US might 
even enjoy a surplus.46 

Most broadly, the economic value of Taiwan has long been 
underestimated. Contemporary developments have made 
that economic relationship even more important to the United 
States in political, strategic, and economic terms, and this 
is consistent with domestic US priorities concerning “fairer” 
economic relationships with partners.

Recommendations
There should be four broad economic objectives for the US 
with respect to Taiwan: 

1. Help prevent Taiwan’s competitive strengths from being 
hollowed out.

2. Help Taiwan broaden and deepen its participation in the 
regional and international economic space, which China is 
currently narrowing.

3. Assist with Taiwan’s desire to lower its dependency on 
China-based supply chains, especially for high-value-
added processes.
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4. Encourage more bilateral US-Taiwan investment, intra-
industry activity, and firm-to-firm activity.

Below are several recommendations to advance these 
objectives.

(a) Prioritize a free trade agreement and/or other 
sector-specific economic agreements.
Taiwan has expressed a strong interest in beginning formal 
FTA talks with the United States, but the Trump administration 
seems ambivalent. Much of this briefing paper makes the case 
that US strategic and economic interests will be served by 
enhancing Taiwan’s economic status and deepening economic 
relations with Taipei. 

To be sure, the two countries concluded a Trade and 
Investment Framework Agreement (TIFA) in 1994, which 
could have served as a precursor to talks on an FTA. 
From 2007 to 2013, the US suspended TIFA talks due to 
Taiwanese agricultural trade barriers, including bans on US 
pork and beef containing ractopamine (a feed additive.) 
TIFA talks resumed in 2013 when Taiwan allowed some US 
beef imports, although pork was still banned. Given that 
ractopamine has been gradually phased out, that impediment 
has been removed.47

More broadly, the political, strategic, and economic 
environment has completely changed for Taiwan. The Tsai 
government is far more likely to make the compromises 
necessary to arrive at a mutually beneficial FTA than it was a 
few years ago. Similarly, the US Congress is far more likely 
to look sympathetically upon an FTA with Taiwan than it was 
several years ago, given Taiwan’s heightened importance to 
US interests. 

The US government was also previously concerned that 
beginning talks with Taiwan about an FTA might impede 
progress on what was then a phase one US-China deal and is 
now a phase two US-China deal.48 

That situation has also changed significantly. US-China 
relations are deteriorating. The US priority of reshaping the 
economic environment to suit enduring US interests and 
China-proofing the US supply and value chains outweighs 
the value of putting aside differences with China to reach 
a substantive phase two agreement. In any event, such an 
agreement might be beyond reach in the foreseeable future. 

It can also be argued that previous US accommodations 
of China’s preferences on issues such as Taiwan have not 
resulted in any meaningful or enduring concessions by Beijing. 
Better, then, to pursue US interests with other economies 
and shape the broader environment to the advantage of the 
United States, whether it be an FTA or a less comprehensive 
agreement. This is preferable to indulging a competitor and 
rival that has shown it does not reciprocate US concessions in 
meaningful ways.

(b) Explore and fast-track industry-level initiatives to 
enhance US-Taiwan innovation. 
In 2016, Taiwan announced a $350 million plan to create 
an “Asian Silicon Valley” based in Taoyuan to promote 
the development and commercialization of advanced 
technologies.49 The plan is not to create a rival to Silicon Valley 
but to position Taiwan as a high-tech hub and link to other high-
tech clusters in advanced economies. In this sense, firm-to-firm 
connections and collaborations with US firms are essential.

The United States should support this and encourage the 
involvement of American firms. For Taiwan this and other 
initiatives (such as the Action Plan for Enhancing Taiwan’s 
Startup Ecosystem, introduced in 2018)50 is designed to 
reverse the hollowing out of innovative capabilities. 

For the US, it potentially provides an alternative ecosystem or 
high-tech cluster in Northeast Asia to tap into that is not under 
the direction of the Chinese Communist Party. For certain 
technologies for products destined for the US market, it might 
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even offer a partial solution by enabling the United States to 
bypass China-based supply chains altogether. At the very 
least, it could provide a Taiwan-based (rather than a China-
based) setting for US firms to collaborate with major Taiwanese 
ICT firms, such as Hon Hai Precision (Foxconn Technology 
Group), Taiwan Semiconductor, and Quanta Computer. 

(c) Compete for the best and brightest Taiwanese 
students.
The number of Taiwanese students in the US has declined, 
from highs of just under 30,000 in 2005 to around 23,000 
in 2017. The decline in graduate students is even more 
pronounced, from over 16,000 to under 10,000 during the 
same period.51 

At the same time, China has made a big play for top 
Taiwanese students, especially in science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics. There are currently about 
12,000 Taiwanese students in mainland China, and Beijing 
has made special efforts to attract top students by inviting 
those who have excelled in Taiwan’s university entrance 
exam, the General Scholastic Ability Test, to apply for the 
more than 7,000 scholarships offered by Chinese universities 
over the past three years.52 These Taiwanese students are 
often then hired by China-based firms or are at the forefront 
of forging industry and corporate links between China  
and Taiwan.

The US needs to compete for these top Taiwanese students 
by offering similar scholarship and employment incentives. 
Encouragingly, one study indicated that up to 75 percent  
of Taiwanese PhD students in the sciences and math in  
US universities intend to remain in the United States for  
some time.53 

This is clearly beneficial to the US. However, if the trend 
towards Taiwanese firms setting up a US presence continues, 
then it is these PhD students who will attain the skills and 

connections to deepen the firm-to-firm links between the two 
countries. If plans such as establishing an Asian Silicon Valley 
are successful, then some of these US-educated students will 
have incentives to go back to Taiwan.

Either way, having Taiwan’s best and brightest remain in the 
US or retain a connection with the US is important. 

(d) Offer diplomatic support for Taiwan’s 
membership in the CPTPP.
Members of the Comprehensive and Progressive Trans-Pacific 
Partnership— the Trans-Pacific Partnership minus the US—are 
warming to the prospect of Taiwan joining the CPTPP. Taiwan 
is essential to regional and global production and value chains 
and would easily meet the membership standards. 

Japan, the driving force behind the partnership, has already 
indicated it would support Taiwan’s membership.54 Including 
Taiwan would help decrease dependency on the Chinese 
market and Chinese supply chains. It would also enlarge the 
economic and diplomatic space for Taiwan in the region, 
giving more substance to President Tsai’s southbound policy. 
Furthermore, membership for Taiwan is a way for the eleven 
member countries to achieve these objectives and share 
the burden of incurring China’s anger. All complement US 
interests.

Although the United States is not part of the CPTPP, members 
such as Canada, Australia, Japan, and Singapore would want 
tacit US support for Taiwanese membership and would push 
the case more boldly if that support were received. 

(e) Fast-track assessment of the benefits of a US-
Taiwan tax treaty.
Taiwan has various tax treaties with at least thirty-three 
countries, including significant economies such as Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, the UK, Japan, India, Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. 
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While Taiwan does not yet have a tax treaty with the US—
which itself has tax treaties with sixty-eight countries55—Taipei 
has been actively working on establishing a treaty since early 
2018. A tax treaty would ensure that the same income is not 
taxed twice, improve measures to prevent tax evasion, and 
create a more favorable bilateral environment for investment 
and trade. 

In the absence of a treaty or a similar agreement, a US-based 
subsidiary of a Taiwanese company remains subject to a 30 
percent withholding tax for retained earnings distributed to 
Taiwan, while the tax rate for an American subsidiary in Taiwan 
is 20 percent. If an agreement is signed, the tax rates for both 
are expected to be cut to 10 percent.56

Conclusion
The present is a period of rare, if not unique, opportunity. 
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused all economic powers 
to reassess the broader risk environment and the risks of 

dependency on the Chinese market and on supply chains 
based in China. 

The European Union and countries such as the United 
Kingdom, Canada, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, Vietnam, 
India, Australia, and New Zealand are looking at ways to 
“China-proof” their economies to some extent and acquire 
greater resilience against Chinese Communist Party actions. 
This means that their preparedness and tolerance for making 
decisions that are in their longer-term interest but might 
immediately annoy or enrage Beijing is increasing. This will 
likely extend to a greater willingness to consider deepening 
interactions with Taiwan. 

The United States is well ahead of its allies and partners in 
relations with Taiwan and in recognizing its importance to the 
regional and global economy. But the gap is narrowing, which 
makes it even more important for US leadership to help bring 
Taiwan in from the cold. 
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